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Abstract. In this paper we proposed an algorithm for classification of handwriting number which 
use depth of the structure of the simple convolution neural network-- PCANet Network with data 
augmentation. PCANet Network with data augmentation consists of four parts, one is data 
augmentation, two is the basic PCA filters, part three is binary quantization, four is the block-wise 
histograms. This simple convolution neural network improve some defects of classic convolution 
neural network such as training time too long, need special tuning parameters and technique 
problems. This allows for training networks with many features, making them insensitive to 
variability between class and class. Lots of experimental results show that the PCANet Network 
with data augmentation algorithms have higher recognition rate than the classification effect with 
that of SVM algorithm, BP neural network and PCANet. 

Introduction 
Handwriting number recognition is an important research direction in the field of optical 

character recognition. It is widely used in the postal code, financial statements, bank notes and 
many other fields. According to the characteristics of extracting characters, existing handwriting 
number recognition algorithms can be generally divided into two categories[1]: one kind is based on 
geometric structure characteristics. Geometry features usually includes round, endpoint, intersection, 
outline and bump, with the method of template matching to realize automatic identification of 
handwriting numbers[1,2].Geometric structure characteristics need to deal with lots of details 
because of the arbitrariness of handwritten numbers change. In general, these methods are poor 
robustness[1,2] .The other kind is based on the statistical characteristics of handwritten numeral 
recognition algorithm. Statistical features usually include point density, feature region and so on. 
This kind of algorithm require adequate sample, characterized by estimating the characteristics of 
the spatial distribution of samples of different category training corresponding classifier, and the 
classifier to classify the unknown model[3, 4]. 

During the rise of deep learning, feature extraction and classifier has been integrated to a 
learning framework which overcomes the traditional method of feature selection difficulties. The 
idea of deep learning is to discover multiple levels of representation, with the hope that high-level 
features represent more abstract semantics of the data. One key ingredient of deep learning in image 
classification is the use of convolutional architectures.  

Convolutional neural network is first introduced by LeCun in [5] and improved in [6]. They 
developed a multi-layer artificial neural network called LeNet-5 which can classify handwriting 
number. Like other neural network, LeNet-5 has multiple layers and can be trained with the 
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backpropagation algorithm[7]. It can obtain effective representations of the original image, which 
makes it possible to extract features directly from raw pixels without preprocessing. However, due 
to the lack of large training data and computing power at that time, LeNet-5 can not perform well 
on complex problem. A convolutional deep neural network (ConvNet)[8][9]consists of multiple 
trainable stage stacked on top of each other, followed by a supervised classifier. Each stage 
generally comprises of “three layers”--a convolutional filter bank layer, a nonlinear processing layer, 
and a feature pooling layer. To learn a filter bank in each stage of ConvNet, a variety of techniques 
has been proposed, such as restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM)[10] and regularized auto-
encoders or their variations.In general, such a network is typically learned by stochastic gradient 
descent (SGD) method. However, learning a network useful for classification critically depends on 
expertise of parameter tuning and some special tricks. 

In this paper we proposed an algorithm which use depth of the structure of the simple 
convolution neural network-- PCANet Network with data augmentation to classify. PCANet 
Network with data augmentation consists of four parts, one is data augmentation, two is the basic 
PCA filters, part three is binary quantization, four is the block-wise histograms. This simple 
convolution neural network improve some defects of classic convolution neural network such as 
training time too long, need special tuning parameters and technique problems. This allows for 
training networks with many features, making them insensitive to variability between class and 
class. 

PCANET network with Data Augmentation  
Data Augmentation 

The easiest and most common method to reduce overfitting on image data is using label-
preserving transformations[11,12].Data augmentation allows for training networks with many 
weights, making them insensitive to variability between class and class. Data augmentation consists 
of generating image translations and horizontal reflections. 
Basic PCA filters 

Suppose that we use N{ }NiiI 1=  training images of size n×m , and assume that the patch size 
is 21 pp × . 

Firstly, around each pixel, we take a 21 pp ×  patch, and collect all patches of the ith image. It is 
expressed as below: 

 21

,2,1, ,,,
pp

mniii Rxxx ∈L                                                                                                          (1) 
In the above formula, jix ,  denotes the jth vectorized patch in Ii. 
Secondly, we subtract patch mean from each patch and obtain each patch mean vector. It is 

expressed as below: 
[ ]mniiii xxxX ,2,1, ,,, L=                                                                                                           (2) 

In the above formula, jix ,  is a mean-removed patch. 
Thirdly, for all of the input images, we perform the above operations and get the matrix: 

[ ] Nmnpp
N RXXXX ×∈= 21,，， 21 L                                                                                               (3) 

The process of the first PCA is to minimize the reconstruction error within a family of 
orthonormal filters, 
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                                                                                          (4) 

In the above formula, L1 is the number of the first stage of PCA filters, 
1L

I is identity matrix of 

size 11 LL × .The solution is known as the L1 principal eigenvectors of XXT. The first stage of PCA 
filters are therefore expressed as: 
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( )( ) 1

p1 ,,2,1,21

21
LlRXXqmatW pT

lppl L=∈=                                                                           (5) 

Where ( )vmat pp 21
 is a function that maps 21p pRv ∈  to a matrix 21ppRW ∈ , and ( )T

l XXq  denotes the 
lth principal eigenvector of XXT .The leading principal eigenvector capture the main variation of all 
the mean-removed training patches. 
The process of the second PCA is the same process as the first stage. We suppose the lth filter 
output of the first stage is: 

NiWII l
l
i ,,2,1,1i L=∗=                                                                                                      (6) 

Where * denotes 2D convolution. Like the first stage, we can collect all the overlapping patches 
of l

iI , subtract patch mean from each patch, and get: 

[ ] mnpp
mmlilili

l

i RyyyY ×∈= 21

,,2,,1,, ,,, L                                                                                    (7) 

Where 1,,liy  is the lth mean-removed patch in l
iI .We define the lth filter output of the second 

PCA and all the filter output as: 
[ ] NmnLpp

N RYYYY 121,,, 21

×∈= L                                                                                                   (8) 
The second stage of PCA filters are therefore expressed as: 

( )( ) 2
2 ,,2,1,21

21
LlRYYqmatW ppT

lppl L=∈=                                                                           (9) 

For each input image l
iI  , the output is L1 L2through two stage of PCA. The output is: 

 { } 2
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l
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Binary Quantization 

For the input image l
iI , it has L2 real-valued outputs{ } 2

1

2
l

L

l
l
i WI =∗  from the convolutional filter 

bank layer. Then we binarize the image and get 

( ){ } 2

1

2 L

ll
l
i WIH =∗                                                                                                                            (11) 

where ( )•H is a Heaviside step function whose value is one for positive entries and zero otherwise. 
Around each pixel, we view the vector of L2 binary bits as a decimal number. Adjust the output 
matrix L2 as a single integer image: 

( )2
1

1-l
2

2 l
l
i

L

l

l
i WIHT ∗= ∑

=

                                                                                                            (12) 

whose every pixel is an integer in the range [ ]12,0 2 −L . The order of the output matrix has nothing 
to do with weights. 
Block-wise Histograms 

For each input image 1,,2,1, LiT l
i L= , we divide it into B block, and then calculate the 

histogram of each block, and all the grade B block histogram couplet a vector. Through such 
encoding process, the characteristics of the input images is defined as:  

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) BLTL
i

l
ii

L

RTBhistTBf 1
2

1 2
,,hist ∈= L                                                                        (13) 

PCANet with data augmentation model parameters including the size of filter k1,k2, the 
number of each stage filter L1,L2 the block size of histogram and block overlap ratio. 

Experimental result and analysis 
We use MNIST and MNIST variations to investigate the influence of different block overlap 

ratios and filter size for PCANet with data arugmentation, and then compare with PCANet, BP 
and SVM. 
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Recognition rate and Classification of time 

In our experiment, the number of filters is fixed to 821 == LL  , and the filter size is 

721 == pp  , and block size of histogram is 77 × , and no overlap between block and block. 
We use linear SVM classification. The recognition rate is shown in Table1. The classification of 
time is shown in Table2. 

Table1: Recognition rate 

algorithm accuracy 

PCANet with data augmentation 98.8% 

PCANet 98.2% 

BP 91.8% 

SVM 97.23% 

 
Table2: Classification of time 

algorithm Classification of time/sec 

PCANet with data augmentation 261.16 

PCANet 267.41 

 
The influence of different block overlap ratios and different filter size 

In our experiment, the number of filters is fixed to 821 == LL , and the filter size 

is 721 == pp  , and block size of histogram is 77 × . We only vary block overlap ratio from 0 
to 0.7. The recognition rate is shown in Figure1. We only vary filter size from 3 to17. The 
recognition rate is shown in Figure1. 
 

    

Figure1.Accuracy of PCANet and PCANet with data augmentation on MINIST basic test set for varying block overlap ratioand varying filter size 

Recognition rate on MNIST variations 

In our experiment, the number of filters is fixed to 821 == LL  , and the filter size is 

721 == pp  , and block size of histogram is 77 × , and no overlap between block and block. 
We test recognition rate on MNIST variations. MNIST variations are shown in Table3. The 
recognition rate is shown in Table4. 

Table3: MNIST variations 

Data Sets Description Num.of classes Train-Valid-Test 

MNIST Standard MNIST 10 60000-0-10000 

basic Smaller subset of MNIST 10 10000-2000-50000 

rot MNIST with rotation 10 10000-2000-50000 

bg-rand MNIST with noise background 10 10000-2000-50000 
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bg-img MNIST with image background 10 10000-2000-50000 

bg-img-rot MNIST with rotation and image 
background 

10 10000-2000-50000 

rect Discriminate between tall and wide 
rectangles 

2 1000-200-50000 

rect-img Dataset rect with image background 2 10000-2000-50000 

convex Discriminate between convex and concave 
shape 

2 6000-2000-50000 

 
Table4: Recognition rate on MNIST variations 

Data Sets PCANet with data augmentation PCANet 

basic 98.8% 98.2% 

rot 92.83% 92.63% 

bg-rand 94.11% 93.81% 

bg-img 89.35% 89.05% 

bg-img-rot 64.72% 64.52% 

rect 99.86% 99.76% 

rect-img 86.22% 85.92% 

convex 95.94% 95.64% 

 
Filters visualization 

Furthermore, we draw some the learned PCANet filters in Figure3. 
 

     
basic                                                                                 rot 

            
bg-rand                                                                                       rect 

Figure3.The PCANet filters learned on basic, rot, bg-rand, rect .For each dataset, the top row shows the first filters, the bottom row shows the second 
filters. 

As can be seen from the Table1 and Table2, PCANet with data augmentation is better than 
traditional SVM and BP in training time and recognition rate. The traditional BP neural network 
structure is simple, but the error rate is high, and easy to fall into local minimum. PCANet has a 
higher recognition rate than BP and SVM. Our recognition rate increased by 0.6% compared 
with PCANet. 

We can see from Fig1, when block overlap ratio is between 0.4 and 0.6, recognition rate of 
PCANet with data augmentation is almost unchanged, but recognition rate of PCANet is on the 
decline, and the recognition rate is low. 

We can see from Fig2, filter size is not the bigger the better, when the filter size is between 6 
and 10, the recognition rate is high. The recognition rate is on the decline when the filter size is 
between 10 and 17. But overall, recognition rate of PCANet is superior to PCANet. 

As MNIST has many training data, we report recognition on MNIST variations in Table4.We 
draw the learned PCANet filters on basic, rot, bg-rand, rect. For rect, we can see both horizontal 
and vertical stripes, for these patterns attempt to capture the edges of the rectangles. 
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Summary 

The PCANet with data augmentation is a very simple learning network, it can extract useful 
information efficiently for classification of digits. It solves several classic CNN algorithm’s 
problems, such as long training time and need special skills to adjust parameters. We make 
improvement on the network's input and add data arugmentation. This operation increase the 
diversity of training sample and make the network learn more weights. We use PCA to extract 
photos features convolution kernel initialization, because PCA can reduce the computational cost of 
random convolution kernel initialization. For sample insufficient situation, this method also has 
higher robustness. 
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